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Watch the Notes
• This is a short version of the actual seminar
• Most slides rely on notes to make sense
• In the seminar itself, almost all slides are purely screen 
illustrations
• I’m not posting the full 140-slide set because it’s too large, 
would make no sense without narration, and I don’t have 
permission from the 20 institutions involved (except to 
show the presentation at OSU). This brief version includes 
the gist of the discussion.
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http://olinks.ohiolink.edu/olinks.php?sid%3ERLG%
3AANT%3Cgenre%3Earticle%3Caulast%3EJanetski%
3Caufirst%3EJoel%3Cauinit%3EC.%3Cissn%3E0023-
1940%3Ctitle%3EKiva%3Catitle%3EDistinctive%
20bone%20disks%20from%20Utah%20Valley%3A%
20evidence%20of%20Basketmaker%20connections%
20in%20North%20Central%20Utah%3Cvolume%
3E68%3cissue%3E4%3Cspage%3E305%3Cepage%
3E22%3Cpages%3E305-22%3Cdate%3E2003%
3Cpid%3Eid%3EXRAI03M1011YRAW6635%
3Aaloc%3EVol.%2068%2C%20no.%204%20%
262003%27%2C%20p.%20305-22%2C
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http://olinks.ohiolink.edu/olinks.php?sid=RLG:ANT
&genre=article&aulast=Janetski&aufirst=Joel&auini
t=C.&issn=0023-
1940&title=Kiva&atitle=Distinctive bone disks from 
Utah Valley: evidence of Basketmaker connections 
in North Central 
Utah&volume=68&issue=4&spage=305&epage=22
&pages=305-
22&date=2003&pid=id=XRAI03M1011YRAW663
5:aloc=Vol. 68, no. 4 (2003), p. 305-22
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http://olinks.ohiolink.edu/olinks.php
sid=RLG:ANT
genre=article
aulast=Janetski
aufirst=Joel
auinit=C.
issn=0023-1940
title=Kiva
[continued next slide]
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atitle=Distinctive bone disks from Utah Valley: 
evidence of Basketmaker connections in North 
Central Utah
volume=68
issue=4
spage=305
epage=22
pages=305-22
date=2003
pid=id=XRAI03M1011YRAW6635:
aloc=Vol. 68, no. 4 (2003), p. 305-22
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OpenURL for Books
• OpenURL works for books as well—
including books without ISBNs and books 
available in full text. 
• Consider the following slides, linking from 
the English Short Title Catalog to full text 
via Early English Books Online
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OpenURL Beyond Text
• Technically, OpenURL 0.1 only supports 
articles, journals, chapters, and books
• In practice, however, OpenURL works for 
nonprint items—as long as the resolver 
doesn’t insist on standard numbers.
• Consider the slides that follow: an 
audiocassette record and link.
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Variations on a Theme
• Trigger images can be generic (SFX), generic with 
institutional ID, or explicit—and explicit images can be 
limiting (“get articles”). A number of institutions use our 
default, “Availability.”
• Resolver screens can be the provider’s default, but most 
these days show the institution.
• Offerings beyond full text can vary from minimalist (or 
none!) to more than a dozen possibilities.
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Some Service Options
• Books: ISBN gets the edition, title offers more flexibility; 
some resolvers offer both.
• No standard number: Just title, or title and author, or 
something else?
• Google searches: Article title, Author, or something else? 
Those two are most common.
• OAI Harvester searches: A great way to add new forms of 
full text at no additional cost.
• Catalogs with title browse when there’s no result improve 
OpenURL retrieval
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Still More Services
• Fairly common: Populating an ILL form
• Abstracts and author searches in special sources
• We’ll see new ideas in the future.
• OpenURL 1.0 adds new service possibilities: Requester 
information can be provided, and the OpenURL can 
request a specific service when several are available.
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Variety of Full Text
• One great strength of OpenURL: Many full-text resources 
for one focused indexing database.
• One result set for one anthropology search, looking at the 
first 23 records, at one institution, included text from:
• Free e-journals, Catchword, Metapress, Swetsnet, 
Academic Search Premier, EBSCO Health Source 
Nursing, Ingenta, Synergy, Lexis-Nexis, OCLC 
Contemporary Womens Issues, Cambridge University 
Press, Factiva, Proquest ABI/Inform, OCLC Wilson Select 
Plus, Project Muse, and local print: 16 in all
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Other Issues
• The knowledgebase is key—linking journals to full-text 
resources and providing ISSNs from titles
• How do you handle multiple hits? Which gets preference?
• Do you offer advice for specific full-text resources 
(particularly those that won’t link directly to an article)?
• How much feedback do you put on the screen?
• Some resolvers are “serials-centric”; that can be a problem
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Quick Recap
• OpenURL makes your resources work 
better together
• There are as many variations on OpenURL 
as there are users
• Bright ideas—such as using OAIster to add 
full text—will continue to make OpenURL 
better.
